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International Week enlightens students
By Bonnie Lutero
Staff Writer

Monday, November 15
marked Pacific's kick off
to International Week, a
series of presentations in
the Bechtel International
Center aimed at promoting
a broader understanding of
international affairs.
On Monday, Bechtel Inter
national center was honored
by a speaker who special
ized in the Palestinian-Is
raeli conflict. Omar Danaji, a
representative of McGeorge
Law School, claimed that the
recent death of Palestinian
leader Yasir Arafat marks a
STRIKE A POSE: Multicultural
time to "Make a resolution in
the Middle East.
Danaji emphasized that
Arafat's death has started a
new era in the Middle East
and that this could either
lead to disaster or it could
lead to a new found peace. It
is an "opportunity to rehabil
itate Palestinian leadership
in Israeli eyes."
Rufaro and Paula, two
international students study
ing at Pacific, presented the
issues of their respective
countries, Zimbabwe in SubSaharan Africa and Paraguay are young women who left
in the southern Region of our countries not because we
South America.
wanted to, but because we
Rufaro's
presentation, had to make a difference,"
titled "Zimbabwe as told by stated Rufaro of herself and
Rufaro", highlighted the epi her colleague Paula.
demic of AIDS and HIV that
Paula presented the issues
plagues not only Zimbabwe, that Paraguayans face today
but Africa as a whole. "We

INSIDE THE PAGIHGAN— ^PERSPECTIVES
Surviving

week tied into International Week.

STRAIGHT TALK: Rufaro and Paula
speak about the struggles of their
native lands.

photograph by Colin Kuehl

appearance of political unrest
within the countries so called
"democracy". She told the
heart wrenching story of the
death of her cousin by means
of political opponents, and
introduced her new initia
tive to stop the violence that

in general, South American
lives. "I am sick of reading
the newspaper, saying when
I grow up, I will do some
thing, Paula addressed her
audience, "I am old enough.
I can do something."
J.C. was another presenter
honored by International

*LIFESTYLES

Week. A German exchange
student from an English
University, J.C. gave an Eu
ropean perspective on the
current U.S. initiatives in
foreign policy, particularly
focusing on the War in Iraq
and the re-election of Bush as
president.
His presentation included
over one hundred pictures
reflecting on his experience
at Pacific and many more
interesting tidbits regard
ing American foreign policy
through the years.
"There is some really
strong anti-American senti
ment especially among the
intellectuals [in Europe],"
said J.C. But J.C. did not im
ply that he was part of that
group, but rather identified
the vast amount of false ste
reo types that place borders
among people.
International week was es
tablished by the Clinton Ad
ministration about five years
ago in an effort to promote
international education. This
week is dedicated to identify
ing "what a huge advantage
[an international education
and] studying abroad is,"
claimed Fran Murphy.
International Week at Pa
cific was certainly success
ful at portraying the many
different perspectives on the
world that there are.
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Tiger Tidbits
can. Furthermore, sometimes other things that you find
the final is a big part of your enjoyable. Pace yourself! You
final grade (30% or more), in will study more effectively if
which case it is more likely to you spread things out and
make a significant difference take breaks. But watch the
in your final average. It is proportions here. Beware of
better not to go into the final doing 15 minutes of study
with the idea, "I just need ing followed by a two-hour
to get x number of points to break to play a video game!
keep my B (or whatever it is)
average." It may not be pos
4. Use an effective study
sible to calculate this accu method
rately anyway, since teachers
The key to effective reten
sometimes compute things tion is repetition, and not
like participation grades at overloading your brain (it
the very end.
can only absorb so much in
an hour). Whatever you do,
3. Make time for "renew don't do it all in one long
ing" activities
cramming session.
This is NOT the time to
stop exercising or doing
5. Get enough sleep

1. Don't Panic
The first thing you should
do is check what the final
is worth in each course.
Remember, it is only one
component of your final
grade. If it is worth 20% or
less, you probably won't
be able to bring your final
grade up or down by more
than one grade level (e.g., B
to B+), unless you perform
extremely better or worse
than you have on other
exams and assignments
during the semester.
2. Don't be too relaxed
On the other hand, you
should try to do as well on
the final as you possibly

or ttiirwpma ft
*./

k

Don't pull an "all nighter."
You will do better if you are
rested, and cramming often
leads to a superficial and
confused knowledge of the
material you have studied.
There is a reason why sleep
deprivation is used as tor
ture. Failure to follow #4
and #5 can lead to writing
nonsense on exams.

7. Arrive on time to you,
exam
Be especially
about setting your s.arj
the night before. Save you,,
self the anxiety and embj.
rassment of arriving late
Needless to say, you HI®
also need every minuleo
the exam period to finS
the exam.

6. Resist the urge to "par
ty" on days off
Instead, if you have a
break in your exam schedule,
use it to get a head start on
the exams coming up. This
can be a time to catch up on
missed reading.

8. When the exarr i
over...let it go!
Forget it! Move on toti
next one, or go enjoy 4
break! If you do have may
concerns, make an appoint
ment to see your profess
at a mutually convene!
time.

Where to Crash on Campus

By Erin Birmingham
News Editor

Here are some altem:
sleeping destinations act
ing to some Pacific locals

Janelle Hunter,
Sophomore
"in another
persons room (of
the opposite sex)"

Jay the Washer Dude ac
cording to Brett Manning,
Mike the Sophomore

"The field house laundry
room"

Margot Durhno & Lauren Sandelin, Fresh m

"Grace lounge or the bench
in front of the burns tower''

Kristen Robertson, Freshman
Someone I loves bed! Or
someone I like a lot."

Hilary Orzel, Kristen Hess & Leah Mathews, Juniors
The library where the cushion room is & the sunken field

Mentor class

Priscilla Park sophomor
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New House
for Rent

A message from|
Greek Life
Sorority Recruitment
With recruitment just right around the corner you only
have one month to chose: To be or not to be, Greek that is!
If you've ever had any questions about Greek life, now is
your chance to ask. Sorority recruitment begins Wednes
day, January 12 at 8 PM with an informational session,
which is also your final opportunity to sign up. This is
your chance to meet your recruitment counselors as well >
as members of our four sororities: Alpha Phi, Delta Delta
Delta, Delta Gamma and Kappa Alpha Theta.
With sorority life comes many opportunities. Not only '
lifelong friendships, but leadership opportunities and an
overall maturing experience. It takes a special woman to
be part of a sorority and we know you all have individual
qualities to contribute to our houses! "Being part of a so
rority is like having a home away from home," said Tri
Delta President Beth Sun, "There is always someone there i
for you to talk or just watch TV with. These girls are not
just my sisters, they are my best friends!"
Recruitment fees are as followed: Before Christmas
break $20 and after Christmas break $25. You must have
completed 12 units and maintained a 2.5 GPA. You can
sign up in the Greek Life Office located on the second
floor of Bannister Hall, across from the Housing Office.
They can also answer any questions you might have. We
encourage all women who are interested to sign up! You
are not required to join a house, but in the end*it might
feel right!
Fraternity Recruitment
Come learn the truth to the Animal House myths. There
will be a formal informational meeting Wednesday, Janu
ary 19 in the Pacific Theatre followed by tours of all the
houses. The event nights are as followed:

8 Maids-A-Milking? Try 40 Dollars-A-BuyingYou-AII-The-Wireless-Calls-You-Want.
s40

a month. Unlimited long distance and local.
No contract.

Now, metroPCS has a special holiday offer. Give
the gift of wireless with no contract and no minute
limits. When you become a metroPCS subscriber,
buy a Nokia camera phone and an accessory,
you can mail in to get a free American Express
branded gift card, worth $35. That way you can
give metroPCS to one person, give the gift card to
another, and be practically done with your shopping!

jftietroPCS

metroPCS Stores:

Contact Francisco
Ho at

(408)712-0843
888.8metro8

OR

Stockton
905 W. March Lane
209-478-9980

Elk Grove
4801 LagunaBlvd.
916-984-2500

South Sacramento
6150 Florin Rd.
916-984-2500

Antelope
4241 Elverta Rd.
916-984-2500

Howe 'bout Arden
2100 Arden Way
916-984-2500

1250 W.Capitol Ave.

Roseville
1420 E. Roseville Pkwy.
916-984-2500

metroPCS Business Sales
B2BSalesSac@metropcs.com
916-984-2677

Citrus Heights
5859 Sunrise Blvd.
916-984-2500

West Sacramento

FHO1806

916-984-2500

Visit www.metropcs.com tor information on specific terms and conditions of service and ||
local coverage area. Nationwide long distance applies to the 48contiguous states.
Taxes and fees not included. Some restrictions apply.
See store or web site for details.

SBCglobal.net

Dynamic Learning
Environments.
At John Muir/Mt. Diablo Health System, extensive orientation and
continuous training are the catalysts for increasing your knowledge, skills
and value to our collaborative teams.
Development and implementation ot intensive care protocols ongoing
education to physicians and the health care team, and clinical rounds will
be part of your total involvement. Pyxis stations in nursing units, physician
order entry, robotic drug distribution, and
satellite pharmacies are the state-of-the-art
technology you can expect

Pi Kappa Alpha (Pike), Sunday, Jan 23
Delta Upsilon (Omega), Monday, Jan 24

Our pharmacists continually grow, improving
their knowledge and skills throughout their
entire careers

Sigma Chi, Tuesday, Jan 25

We also otter:

• STUDENT LOAN FORGIVENESS PROGRAM
• TUITION REIMBURSEMENT
• RELOCATION ASSISTANCE
• BENEFITS WITHIN 30 DAYS
• GENEROUS PAID TIME OFF AND EXTENDED
SICK LEAVE

Phi Delta Theta, Wednesday, Jan 26
Theta Chi, Thursday, Jan 27
Bid day is Friday, January 28. Men's Formal Recruit-1
ment has no fee, by attending you are not required to sign
a bid, we just want people to get to know everyone better |
and see what Pacific has to offer.

Please visit our booth at UOPs on-campus
Career Fair, Monday, October 25th

For more information, or to apply, plea^co^ctlterenlglesias
Human Resources Department, J°bnMuuW.DabloHea
Svstem 2540 East Street, Concord, CA 94520, Phone (SK3| o
2481; Fax (925) 674-2439; Email karen.iglesias@|mmdhs.co

Spec Ed/Psych/SLP/Students

wanted

who are interested in gaining exp. with
special needs child
Call Jennie 327-3366
Room & Board Available

776 W. Bianchi Rd.
Stockton 95207
4 Bed, 2 Bath, Central
Air & Heat
2 Car Garage, Close
to Pacific campus

MetroPCS service is just *40 a month to
talk all you want, including nationwide long
distance. You can call all you want,
whenever you want, to wherever you want.

www.metropcs.com Permission to speak freely.

Available
Immediately

EOE '

IOHN MUIR^^MTDjABLO
fTTT^TTTi
r^rTTT^
•

www.jmmdjobs.com
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Rights group releases child soldier report
Bv Shane Cipris

United Nations' Convention
on the Rights of the Child as
every human under the age
A report released in No of 18 unless legally emanci
vember by Human Rights pated) are reported to have
Watch stated that children been actively involved in at
are fighting or participating least 21 conflicts around the
in most of the violent armed globe since 2001.
While the United States'
conflicts in the world. The
report, entitled "Child Sol armed forces do not con
diers Global Report 2004" script truly young children
indicated that number of (at least not since the Civil
War, in which kids as young
under-18 year olds fight
ing in armed groups had as twelve served as drum
not changed significantly in mer boys and occasional
the last few years. Despite shooters), it is worth noting
the de-mobilization of ap that the abovementioned
proximately 40,000 child 1989 U.N. Convention on
soldiers following the end the Rights of the Child has
of major hostilities in Af not been ratified by only
ghanistan, Angola and Sierra two countries: Somalia and
Leone, new hostilities in the the United States. The U.S.
Ivory Coast and Sudan have will not ratify the Conven
claimed child conscription tion due to the clause Article
numbers of over 25,000 in 37(a): "Neither capital pun
these two conflicts alone. ishment nor life imprison
Children (defined by the ment without possibility of
release shall be imposed for

Perspectives Editor

offences committed by per
sons below eighteen years of
age." Because the U.S. is one
of the few industrialized na
tions that does impose sen
tences of execution (and life
in prison with no possibility
for parole) for offenders who
committed crimes when they
were under 18, this clause
was presumably unaccept
able to U.S. policymakers.
As to why Somalia hasn't
ratified the Convention, the
Child Soldiers Global Report
notes that the U.N. Indepen
dent Expert "estimated that
over 200,000, or five per cent,
of Somali children had car
ried a gun or been involved
in militia activities at some
point in their lives" during
the chaotic political instabil
ity depicted in the big-bud
get Hollywood propaganda
flick 'Black Hawk Down.'
This in turn raises the prob
lem of forced, involuntary

conscription of minors into
armed service, as was the
case in April 2003 when the
U.S. military confirmed that
minors were being held as
enemy combatants at Guantanamo Bay in Cuba. Three
of the youngest underage
prisoners, believed to be
between 13 and 15, were re
leased into rehabilitative care
after international pressure
from human rights groups.
Even the Army commander
at Guantanamo concluded
that the children had been
forced to become insurgents
and said they had been
"kidnapped into terrorism."
Thus children are forced to
atone for the sins of adults.
In the United States, ser
vice in the armed forces is
unusual in that one does
not have to be of legal age
to enlist or serve. Not only is
this the case, underage kids
are actively recruited—I re

Blast from the Past
By John Lynch (1974)

officials screamed when their
residents vomited in the hall
Alcoholic beverages are ways and bathrooms from
now prohibited in University having a "few too many."
of the Pacific's Tiger Stadium But attempts by this admin
as a result of complaints istration to impress the com
made by some faculty mem munity folk with new "crack
bers and fans. The Athletic down" policies regarding the
Department
harmonized, use of alcohol on campus
conveniently digging up one have flopped. Until now.
of UOP's ancient policies that
In addition to UOP's pres
forbids drinking liquor in all ent regulation, the Athletic
public places, including ath Department and supporting
letic contests.
forces strengthened their
Suspiciously, similar trends stand with the Stockton city
towards curtailing alcohol ordinance that states con
have been taking place over sumption of liquor in public
the last couple of years since places is unlawful. On the
President McCaffrey took other hand, the ordinance
office. Complaints were re permits the issuing of tempo
portedly received concerning rary liquor licenses for public
the fraternities' involvement use. Equally as puzzling is
with liquor. And dormitory the fact that the Pacific Club,

situated in Tiger Stadium, is
considered a private organi
zation and thus allowed to
serve liquor. Pacific Founda
tion members can sit inside
and sip on a gin n' tonic but
the spectator outside cannot
drink a can of beer.
The UOP community is
primarily one of students.
Ways of life are established
by them. It is a shame that
a group of faculty members
and outside people are so
easily capable of initiating
restrictions that are counter
to student beliefs. But it is
really the administration
that is to blame. It attempts
to move people with snappy
decisions. Such "showboat
ing" was all too obvious
when the liquor ban went

member that my high; >4
hosted military recr^
for about a week every
The recruiters would seti
displays in the cafeteria®
hand out promotional
rial to the kids. It's i®
that modern high
are so preoccupied v. 4
curity (for example, loA
doors during school Hems
keep out non-student f :
will actively invite mil
recruiters who are arais
as deceptive and dangei
as any crook off the -i
This is especially true a
ing a time of war; I war
if my cafeteria still k
military recruiters. I li\«
a relatively wealthy suh
so only a few kids from
school joined the arm edi
es, including a casual fii
who went into the Marin
know several Marines h c

See MINOR page

be drinking ban

into effect comfortably on
Homecoming Day, when
many parents and alumni
were attending the football
game. They were spared be
ing "appalled" by the sight of
alcohol.
Nevertheless, the booze
continues to flow freely
around campus. The fra
ternities have parties and
the dorm residents drink
to their hearts' content in
the hallways. A significant
amount of liquor still finds
its way into Tiger Stadium.
And since the new restriction
went into effect, the sweet
aroma of Cannabis has be
come even more evident in
the stands. This really must
impress the fans and faculty.
The administration's un

willingness to discuss
matter openly with stuc
is deplorable. Rathe:
seems it is more importa
answer the complaints o
outside citizens and inimpressive legislation,
pie in the Stockton com
nity in the past have sh
similar attitudes. Wheth
be a rock concert or an at
ic event, the issues confr
ed cannot be met "halfv.
or in any way be negoti.
and compromised by ti
people. Instead, the er
issue is snuffed.
And most regretful is
UOP's administrative
cials are so easily influer
by these impetuous attit.
concerning alcohol.

The Pacifican

Post-graduation routine Loss of football
was necessary

Bv Paiae Elisha

again.
Seth's article on institu
Staff Writer
tionalization reminded me
Yesterday, Wednesday, I overwhelmingly of my life
was on my out of one of the here at school. I have been
buildings on campus, when institutionalized to the Nth
an article from a past Paci degree. After four years
fican caught my eye. It was at Pacific, my life revolves
a great piece by Seth Wilson frighteningly around my
about a sense of institution school schedule. I find my
alization that he felt continu self not only planning my
ally pressing down on him activities around tests and
at Pacific. A thoughtful and papers but also defining my
reflective article, the writing self worth by grades and
described the way that we, feedback from my peers and
as college students, are being professors and my perspec
socialized to think and act. tive and mood according to
In this article Seth lamented how many days remain until
how his life was shaped by the next vacation.
If you think that I have tak
deadlines and schedules
imposed by Pacific. He en academic life too far, that I
described making his way am a bookworm and college
to the dinning hall during dork, you are not alone. My
its hours of operation even friends have been known to
though he wasn't hungry; give me a hard time every
realizing realized that he had now and then. But my social
to go for dinner while the status is not the topic of my
article.
kitchen was still open.
My problem is the way
It was fitting that I came
across that article on a that I have begun to look at
Wednesday.
Wednesday time and at my life: Make it
to me, and to many others, through Wednesday and then to
is the "hump day." I hate the weekend. Make it through
that phrase. I think that it the next test, through the next
sounds absurd. But really, paper. Soon, it will be vacation
it does describe many of my time! I look forward to turn
weeks. Monday is a whirl as ing papers in and getting
I cope to get caught up from tests over with because I am
the weekend. I spend most habitual but also because
of Tuesday thinking that it they give me a sense that I
is Monday. So, Wednesday have moved forward and
is the "hump day." I spend accomplished a task. They
a great deal of the morning give me a definite sense of
wondering how I am going who I am and where I am
to get all of my work done going.
Although, at points dur
and I spend the afternoon
thinking that I don't care if ing the past few years I have
I finish it or not-I just want felt in a bit of a rut, my habit
to make it to the end of the didn't really bother me. Now
week. Thursday I am almost however, I have reached a
golden and Fridays are usu problem. I am graduating
in TWO WEEKS and I real
ally quick.
That is the sad way that I ize that my custom of living
break down my weekdays. on this cyclical schedule of
It is similar to the sad way papers and finals will not be
that I break down my weeks able to continue.
Post graduation, I am
and months, in other words,
my semester. Six weeks into afraid of two things. One,
the semester I have midterms that I will have a hard time
and a few weeks after that I adjusting to life without the
have papers and more mid regularity and affirmation of
terms. After some time to papers and tests (as sad as
catch up on reading, I start that sounds) and two, that
studying for finals. I take my I will fall right into a new
finals, my semester is over, I rut. Let's face it, there must
have a vacation and I start be a reason that such a large

percentage of the rest of the
population
acknowledges
"hump day" the same way
that I do.
My boyfriend, who gradu
ated from UOP last spring,
has given me a glimpse into
life after college. He works
nine to five, which is more
like eight-thirty to six-thirty.
He has no midterms, no pa
pers and no finals. (Although
his work has a high and low
season which serves to both
make life more exciting and
to give him a break.) From
my perspective, he does the
same thing day in and day
out and it scares me.
During my four years at
college, I have been "insti
tutionalized" to evaluate my
life according to where I am
in my various syllabi. One
paper down and two tests next
week, winter break is only three
weeks away. This is the way
that I think and that is what I
am looking forward to.
Soon, I will have moved
on from this life and I will
struggle to redefine my ob
jectives. It won't be papers
anymore but will it be reports
and statements, shipments or
deliveries?
Will I live my life weekend
to weekend, surmounting
"hump day" after "hump
day"? For a large part, this
is the mentality that college
has reinforced. Get through
it, just get through it.
Graduation is a wonder
ful period in a student's life
in which they are able to
reevaluate their goals and
objectives as well as their
mentalities and priorities.
So while I have a few weeks
left (and yes I am constantly
thinking about how much
better life will be when finals
are over), I am making a con
scious decision to make sure
that no matter where my
path leads from Pacific that it
will not be from one hump to
the next.

By Ryan Tedords

Cuest Writer

December 19 marks the
nine-year anniversary of the
Board of Regents' decision to
suspend Division IA football
at Pacific. The decision, no
matter how painful for the
Regents in 1995, has been
well worth it. Pacific's ath
letic teams have thrived in
the nine years since football
was dropped. The success of
the athletic teams is in part
due to the $1,000,000 a year
that the athletic department
saves for not sponsoring Di
vision IA football.
Economics is the primary
reason why Pacific does not
have a football program.
Make no mistake, the Uni
versity would love to have a
Division IA football team. It
is just not economically pos
sible for a school the size of
Pacific to compete with the
powerhouses of Division IA
college football. University
President Donald DeRosa
notes, in a 1996 memoran
dum addressing the Regents'
decision, "as far back as the
1950's, President Burns and
the Board were troubled by
the difficulty of funding our
football program."
While Pacific did have
shortfalls in funding Divi
sion IA football; the legacy
of the program remains
a source of pride for the
school. From the 1930s-50s
the school was perennially
ranked in the top 25 in the
nation along side the likes of
Ohio State, Notre Dame, and
Michigan. Legendary head
coach Amos Alonzo Stagg
walked the sidelines for 13
seasons at Pacific. He retired
as college football's all-time
leader in wins. In fact, Stagg
is not the only famous foot
ball coach with ties to Pacific.
Tampa Bay Buccaneers head
coach Jon Gruden was an as
sistant with the team in 1982.
USC's head man Pete Carroll
is an alumnus. Pacific's last
head coach, Walt Harris, has
gone on to build the Univer
sity of Pittsburg into a top 25

program.
Despite these success
stories, the school could not
overlook the rising cost of
the program in the 1990s.
In 1994 and 1995 football
costs exceeded revenue by
$800,000. In the program's
final three seasons, Pacific
helped off set these costs by
playing road games against
top level teams. Pacific re
ceived close to $400,000 for
a game against the Nebraska
Cornhuskers on Sept. 24,
1994. While this game pro
vided much needed econom
ic support for the team, it also
provided embarrassment for
the team. The then number
one ranked Nebraska squad
trounced Pacific 70-21.
Even if Pacific made the
decision to fund a Division
IA football program today,
few would probably enjoy
the games themselves. Pa
cific football games averaged
less than 10,000 spectators a
game in the teams final ten
seasons. Division IA rules
state a team must draw at
least 15,000 a game or be sub
ject to removal.
It is highly unlikely Pa
cific could reach that 15,000
mark today. The University
had difficulty selling out the
6,100 seat Spanos Center
when Michael Olowokandi,
the number one pick in the
1998 NBA draft, was domi
nating the basketball court.
Even the current men's bas
ketball team, which may be
more talented than any team
Olowokandi played on, has
seen a little over 3,000 fans at
their first two home games.
Many would love to see
football played at Pacific
again. I am certainly one of
them. I may be one of the
only students at this Uni
versity to witness a Pacific
football game. Greg Bishop,
Troy Kopp, Ryan Benjamin,
Aaron Turner, and Jeff Rus
sell are players' names I still
remember to this day. The
memories, no matter how
great, are not worth the costs
of running an entire athletic
department into the ground.
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*&ettenA to t&e ecUto*
Charity well-meant, but miooeo "reality

Having been homeless my
self on more than one occa
sion, I hope my opinion and
perspective is well received
and respected especially
considering that it is genuine
and authentic. I sincerely
hope that my dear friends at
our most esteemed fraternity
at this university, Pike, do
not take offense to this letter
since it is not my intention to
slight their effort, but merely
to present a communication
of principles. I realize the
good intent behind such a
campout, but this "Hit of
Reality" is far from any true
simulation of homelessness.
Homelessness
entails
many experiences which
have probably not crossed the
minds of most people. Try
for example the humiliation
of urinating or defecating in
public because there is no
other place to go. Try hav
ing to beg for help or for
food. Try lowering your face
in shame as, out of embar
rassment, people actively
avoid looking at you because
of your less-than-privileged
state and not-so-becoming
appearance. Imagine how
lonely it would be if people
didn't talk to you and tried
to pretend you weren't there
as they walked by with their
families.
Imagine being elated at
the thought of food when
someone throws away their
leftovers into the garbage
adjacent to where you live,
a garbage filled with mag
gots and fluids of unknown
origin. Imagine crying in

MINOR from page 4
Pacific as well). However,
I wonder how many kids
from the high schools in the
less-wealthy surrounding
towns got sucked into the
military system, with its
promises of career training
and money for college. It
sounds like a good deal, es
pecially to the economically
disadvantaged population.

»

Photograph by Jennifer Murphy

CHARITY CAMPOUT:

Pi Kappa Alpha brothers playing cards during

"Hit of Reality."

The Pacifican can do better
While this subject has been
touched on in various forums
over the course of the semes
ter I feel compelled to express
it one final time in hopes that
next semester we will see it
addressed in earnest. I con
sider myself a great advocate
of the Pacifican and may of
ten be found on the loosing
side of arguments regarding
the quality and importance
of the paper. I have gone out
on a limb speaking and writ
ing on behalf of the paper
on numerous occasions but
there comes a point at which
we as readers must draw the
line. For me that point has
come.
The Pacifican is what I do
on Thursday mornings. I
look forward to reading it, I
encourage others to read it,
and I often write for it. You
can imagine my disappoint
ment when last week's edi
tion of the paper was late. I
immediately contacted the
paper's advisor, Dr. Dong,
and he assured me that the
paper would be out within
a day. While this assurance
served to assuage me mo
mentarily the reality is that
the Pacifican has displayed
an embarrassing record in re
gards to reliability and qual
ity over the past semester.
Yes, I am the same individual
who just two months ago
wrote about tolerance and
understanding the mountain
of challenges that the Pacifi
can staff faces. That tolerance
should not change, and I feel
that we as a community have
been commendably patient
over the past four months.
Challenges however do not
absolve a journalistic entity
from those pillars of integ

fear of eating something
when someone does actu
ally bother to give you a little
food because you don't know
when the next time will be
that you will have a meal.
Try wandering the streets
alone at night. Try getting
arrested for sleeping in the
only place you could find for
the night and try explaining
that to the judge. Try visit
ing the morgue at the city
hospital where bodies of
the homeless, found on the
streets, are left for six months
before they are disposed of
without so much as a funeral
while the city waits for an
unknown family to come by
and claim the body. The true
struggles of homelessness in
of itself have the potential to
be extremely psychologically
damaging.
Pike's "Hit of Reality" pos
sesses none of the significant
factors that homeless indi
viduals have to live with each

and every day of their lives,
not knowing if their fate will
change or not. Don't get me
wrong now. I camp out all
the time because I love the
outdoors. However, I don't
do community service or
charity events like this one.
Instead, I make it a point to
remember these experiences
on a daily basis. When I see a
homeless vet, I take the time
to stop and ask him about his
thoughts and experiences. If
I walk into a deli in the city, I
always walk out with two of
what I intended to buy and
then leave one next to the
homeless person sleeping
on the sidewalk outside the
shop. This to me is service. I
live each day like it's my last
and I don't ever take any
thing for granted. Maybe
that's where we could start
making a difference.

A 17-year old Army pri
vate, who cannot legally
vote, buy cigarettes or even
own a driver's license (in
some states), can be sent off
to a battlefield to shoot for
eigners. In a letter to Human
Rights Watch, the Director
of Military Personnel Policy
for the U.S. Army stated,
"A total of 62 soldiers were
17 years old upon arrival
to both Iraq and Afghani
stan during 2003 and 2004.

These 62 soldiers served in parably trivial matters are
all capacities in the Army." concerned.
It is bizarre that a 19-year
Perhaps in recognition
old soldier can be ordered to of this, a recently-enacted
drop bombs on enemy sol policy in the Operational
diers, but can not legally buy Protocol states that the Army
a beer at an American bar. will not "assign or deploy
It's a strange sort of double soldiers, less than 18 years of
standard, to say the least: the age, outside the continental
assumption that someone U.S., Puerto Rico or territo
can be "old enough" to make ries of the United States." As
serious decisions of life and of March 2004, there were no
death, but must be regarded U.S. soldiers under the age
as "too young" when com of eighteen serving in Iraq.

Sincerely,
Michael Sebastian Thomas

rity, quality, and acct%
which should sustain i
After picking up my t!;:
of the paper last week 11
further disappointed at|
papers editing. It is not^
tirely the responsibility !
those submitting articles
ensure absolute gramma^
perfection (although a
writer always will) becau
that is what copy editors;
for. If you do not hav er:
editors get some. If you a
rently have them, ge: «
ones. This may seem h®
but it is without questi
the most important jobtl
exists within the net
of newspaper empl ye
There were instances
grammatical errors in section of last week's pa:
and at least one entire ait
made no sense whatsoe »e
I think the Padfia:
major goal next sems
should be to establish 1
one might call a journal
culture on campus. Stru 2:
should be looking forvvan
getting the paper every w
and when that happens rn
people will choose to e\r:
their opinions by writir a
The best way to estah
this journalistic culture
to improve writing qua
with good copy editors
ensure reliability thr c.
on time publication, "fl
are 4000 students at the _
versity of Pacific. We are
best and brightest that C
fornia has to offer the we:
I know we can do better a
we will.
Sincerely,
Eddie Richardson
Class of 2005

While this may be a sm:
step in the right direction
the part of the U.S. armei
forces, it will doubtles
come as little relief for th
civilians—of all ages—al
ready counted as 'coHatera
damage' in the occupatk
and the inevitable one
will follow them.
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" You heard it first: top ten albums of 2004
They are one of the most 7. Interpol
consistent
bands of our
ifestyles Editor
time, each release as good - Antics
As the year is coming to as the one before (ok, let's
nd, I decided it was about pretend Warning! was never
hat time to make a Best of released.) American Idiot is a
ist for 2004, and instead of pop punk opera, a very am
iticking to movies as I have bitious project that tells the
ione in the past, I decided tale of a youth lost in the sub
o do one for music. Now urban life of America. Angry,
vithout further ado, I pres- epic, and yet still melodically
;nt you: The Top 10 Albums sound, American Idiot comes
off as a well told story instead
)f 2004.
of a sloppy generic pop punk
album (New Found Glory,
0. The Killers
please, just...just die.)
When your debut album
- Hot Fuss
is as amazing as Turn On
8. Kanye West
the Bright Lights, how can
you even conceivably top it?
- College Dropout
Easy, reinvent the formula,
and that's exactly what In
terpol does with Antics. Lead
singer Paul Banks brings his
voice to the forefront with
much more introspective and
eloquent lyrics, while the
band takes a step back and
to the side with a more "pop
ish" approach.
ly Mikev Vu

rsars
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5. Sufjan Stevens
- Seven Swans
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To me, The Killers epitoImize all of the music I loved
Ifrom the 80's. It is like you
I took a dash of The Cure,
I threw in a little bit of The
I Smiths, added two por
tions of Joy Division, and
I do I dare? Top it all off with
I some U2. And that is how
you make a good 80's Synth
rock album. Bam, kick it up
a notch.

19. Green Day
American Idiot

6. The Walkmen
- Bows and Arrows
Oh Kanye. The producer
turned rapper, all thanks to a
car accident that left him with
a rewired jaw and a unique
drawl. On College Dropout,
Kanye, production wise,
brings to the table the styling
that made him famous with
Talib Kweli. With an easy on
the ear sing-songy flow, his
jazzy samples, killer drum
patterns, and that annoyingly catchy yet recognizable
timbre raising sample tech
nique, College Dropout was
a breath of fresh in the year
that brought us lyrical abor
tions like J-Kwon, Cassidy,
and Nelly (please, you are as
much a rapper as ketchup is
fruit.)

hear from hip hop's kings of
production, and what they
have done in essence is create
a playground in which their
proteges can rap freely. When
was the last time you heard
Cat Power on a rap album?
What about the Rza and
The Mars Volta on the same
track? Never.

3. Elliot Smith - From a
Basement on the Hill
One of my favorite indie
singer / songwriters, Sufjan
Steven's has a beautiful voice
and his instrumentation is
amazing. Seven Swans is
much more stripped down
than his previous works and
on an album filled with reli
gious imagery, it never gets
contrite or too in your face.
You will never hear a banjo
sound so beautiful any
where else except when in
the hands of Sufjan himself.
Unless you've seen Deliver
ance.

4. Handsome Boy
Modeling School
- White People
mascsctvei wtsfmsmsmSCHOOL

This is Elliot Smith's last
album before his untimely
suicide last year. This CD is
poignant and beautifully sad,
traits characteristic of not
only Smith's music but Smith
himself. With songs like the
capitulating "Twilight" and
the dreamlike "King's Cross
ing," From a Basement on the
Hill is much more than a sum
of its parts.

2. Franz Ferdinand
- Franz Ferdinand

I was saddened to see my
beloved Walkmen appear on
The O.C. two weeks ago as
a subject of banter between
Seth and co. Bows and Ar
rows further expands on
The Walkmen sound, vo
cally driven rock fueled by
a dreamy upright piano. Al
though not everyone's cup of
tea, it's mine, and it's good.

Anyone who listens to
underground hip hop has
to know the lethal produc
ers Dan the Automator and
Prince Paul, collectively
known as Handsome Boy
Modeling
School.
This
CD has some of the most
unique beats you will ever

See TOP !) page 8
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Franz Ferdinand's self
titled album has catchy
melodies, lighthearted lyr
ics, and most importantly
makes you want to get up
and boogie down. Any band
whose inspiration comes
from the crazy dance music
played in gay clubs is fine in
my book, and whoever gets
to see them on December 8
at Live 105's Not So Silent
Night is extremely lucky. My
personal favorite tracks are:
Darts of Pleasure, Michael,
Dark of the Matinee, and
simply put there are no weak
tracks on this album, it's fan
tastic from beginning to end
and I highly recommend you
go pick it up. Right now.

1. The Arcade Fire
- Funeral
IP—
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This CD is amazing. Sim
ply put, it is easily the best
CD of 2004, and it should
be no surprise that an indie
band takes the number one
spot. What makes this CD
so amazing? I don't know
where to start. The soaring
melodies, the emotional lyr
ics, and the whole cathartic
nature of the album so aptly
named Funeral all add up to
an epic that has to be heard.
Born out of deaths in the
lives of singer songwriter
couple, Win Butler and Regine Chassagne, Funeral is
much more upbeat than you
would expect. As an indie
fan, or a lover of music in
general, listening to the dra
matic piano laden opening to
the lulling end felt as if my
ears were having an orgasm,
aural sex if you will. And
believe you me, I loved every
minute of it.

Hit the slopes
By Bonnie Lucero
Staff Writer

Best Deal:
Donner Ski Ranch attracts
large crowds because of its
lower prices and great value.
Great for college students!

Closest:
Bear Valley is located
on California Highway 4,
about two hours drive east of
Stockton. Bear Valley ranks
itself as a "mid-size" ski area,
the 8th largest in California.
Bear Valley has been using
low lift ticket prices to attract
California skiers away from
the Tahoe area.

Most Popular:
Squaw Valley is the larg
est and probably the most
popular north Lake Tahoe
ski area. It offers a great va
riety of terrain and is well
known for its advanced and
expert runs. Beginners seem
to like this place too because
the easiest slopes are located
up at 8200'.

Highest Elevation:
Kirkwood has the high
est base elevation of all the
Tahoe areas. This usually
means they have more and

9°°9k<

better snow than the oj
resorts.

Most Over-rated:

When Heavenly gets:
of snow, it is one of the!
mountains anywhere to
on. The views of Lake Ta
are awesome. The pr :
is that Heavenly's loe
in the Sierras often seeprevent it from gettir g :
amounts of snow fn same storms that d u m p
of snow on the other reSo this resort may varv;
in enjoyabilty.
All information
Bay Area Ski Connect
/ / www.jaws.com /bask
skiarea.
For more informaticr
more options for Ski Res
go to this website.

Ski Resort Prices Weekday
Heavenly
$57.00
Squaw Valley
$54.00

Weekend

Half Dav

$57.00

$42.00

$54.00

$37.00

Sierra at Tahoe

$49.00

$49.00

$39.00

Bear Valley

$38.00

$38.00

$29.00

Donner Ski Ranch $28.00

$28.00

$21.00

Note: These Prices indicate the amount due for ad
between 18 and 70 years.

Ski Area

Lifts Aa
V e r t i c a l Peak
Elevation
Drop
Bear Valley
12S
11
1900
8500
N.
Donner Ski Ranch 750
6
7751
Heavenly
480
27
3560
10100
Kirkwood

2000

9800

12

230

Sierra at Tahoe

2212

8852

10

200

Squaw Valley

2850

9050

30

400

9
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Simply the
thing she is
By Erin Birmingham
News Editor

Saturday Night, 8:05 and
the show is running a bit late,
he audience waits together
in the quaint DeMarcus
Brown Theater theatre. Sim
ply the Thing She Is by Kate
Hawley, exclusively starring
Carley Bain, Sam Hicks,
Joyce Huh, Carrie Snider,
Kate Walters, and Gina Wil
liams was a fun time.
As the Director, Gary
Armagnac states, "The play
is a comedy that gives us a
glimpse into a world that is
known only to those who
populate it: the world of the
professional repertory the
atre actor". While the play
definitely appeals to theatre
buffs, it has funny, touching
and thought provoking mo
ments in it that most people
can relate to and enjoy.
Carley Bain had some out
standing comical moments
as the character Billie. Her
bird seed bra almost stole the
show.
Sam Hicks as Lissa (with
two S's) played an excellent
protagonist. With her diva
outbursts, lies and bummed
cigarette addiction she kept
the show going. She was
the butt of most jokes in the
show, and while the audience
was supposed to hate her it
was obvious that it would
rave been nothing without
ler.
Kate Walters never faltered
in staying in her 'mom' char
acter as Annie. Her 80's style
costumes such as a linen
?antsuit in various shades
of blue cause an unsettling
lashback to a time of flow
ered spandex and braided
sweatbands.
Joyce Huh, as Phoebe kept
up her 'I'm so innocent, conused and hopeful' stitch un
til her defiant moment in the
end where she throws Lissa's
Sam Hicks) stuffed cat, Mr.
Whiskers to the floor. The
audience was so proud- our
ittle introvert was growing

up.
Bugs (Carrie Snyder) was
pure comedy relief. She
seemed to have a crush on
Billie, and Billie was a girl,
but honestly, everyone in
the show seemed to have
a crush on Billie so that
was not too ground mov
ing. Carrie made a great,
uh*yeah*whatever*face that
got the crowd laughing every
time. She enjoyed making the
play, and after she said, "It is
exciting to do a new, very audience heavy play
Student Philipp Klaschka
says, "I thought it was good.
It was entertaining, had good
sets and nice costumes. Even
though it was about 2 hours,
it seemed to go by fast". It
did go by pretty quickly, and
the cookies during the 15
minutes intermission were
delicious.
For more information on
show dates, show times and
ticket information, please
contact Pacific's Box Office at
209.946-2867.
Simply the Thing She Is
will run until the 11th. Ad
mission for seniors is $5.00,
student's $8.00 and general
admission is $12.00. All per
formances begin at 8 pm.

Interpol: Antics Horoscopes
Bv Lindsay Santos
Cuest Writer

A look into the new album
What is known to be an
international
intelligence
agency that allows collabo
ration among intelligence
agencies world wide to catch
criminals, shares a name with
one of New York City's most
stylish popular rock bands of
the millennium: Interpol.
The band consists of an
ideal quartet: Paul Bankslead vocals and guitar,
Carlos D.-bass, Sam Fogarino-drums, and Daniel Kessler-guitar and vocals. These
four men have taken indie
rockers worldwide by storm
with the release of their two
hit albums that fill listeners
and fans with heart wrench
ing lyrics and deep mysti
cism.
After Matador Records
signed the group, Interpol
released their debut album of
"Turn On The Bright Lights"
in August of 2002. The album
left fans wanting more twist
ed, cabin fever like music to
morn over.
In September 2004, just
two years after the bands first
debut album release, Inter
pol celebrated their second
release, "Antic." The lead
singer and mastermind, Paul
Banks, once again developed
lyrics about numerous dis
heartened females that scorn
fully impacted his life with

love and broken hearts.
The difference between the
two albums is that they have
taken the exact beats and
radiant harmonies of "Turn
on the Bright Lights," and
established more confidence
and poise to the mix. Spo
radically, Interpol lets songs
glide into a state of rage, but
they're not frightened to drag
them back to the elegant and
beautiful rifts they started
out with from the beginning.
The top song on the record
"Lights" is "The New."
Roughly over six minutes
long, this song is what best
defines Interpol's unique flair
and creative talent. It begins
as a soft cry to a past love,
and transforms into a force
ful and dominating verse
with Banks singing, "You're
looking alright tonight / I
think we should go."
The lyrics are spine-chill
ing, but the result is mind
gripping for all fans. Interpol
doesn't repeat old sounds;
they just take influential
music from the '80s and give
it a face lift. Interpol's sound
is purely modern and at
tention-grabbing to all ears.
Through time Interpol's
artistic sound and aesthetic
quality will continue to
captivate and expand world
wide, but will not happen
unless the fans continue to
support and appreciate what
Interpol has to offer.

Sagittarius
11/22-12/21

The holidays are a time for reflec
tion. Take this time to reflect on the
ones you hurt and ask for forgive
ness.
Capricorn
12/22-1/19

Don't be too hard on yourself — it's
possible to take self-critique too far,
you know.
Aquarius
1/19-2/18

Colleagues all want a slice of your
time. But you can only spread your
self so thin.
Pisces
2/19-3/20

You are being seduced by nostalgia.
Things are not as sad as they seem.
Aries
3/21-4/19

You can't put this off any longer.
You know what you have to do.
Time to do it.
Taurus
4/20- 5/20

Go ahead and dance if you feel like
it. Who cares that you don't have
any shoes?
Gemini
5/21-6/21

This isn't like learning a whole new
language. This is easier.
Cancer
6/22-7/22

An effort that seems like a waste of
time now will pay off — if you only
persist.

Leo
7/23- 8/22

Don't let hurtful people get to you.
You are great-only if you believe it.
Virgo
8/23-9/22

Don't be a slave to your own com
petitiveness.
Libra
9/23-10/22

Please the higher-ups — fine. But
don't sacrifice your ethics in the
process.
Scorpio
10/23-11/21

The smoke is about to clear. Every
thing will be revealed again. Stay
put.
Photograph by Erin Birmingham

ALL SMILES: The cast of "Simply The Thing She Is" posses after the show.
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SPORTS

Jennifer Hite-Smith
Sports Editor

Senior David Doubley is
starting again this season as
Pacific's point guard for his
Ik second year on the men's
basketball team.
t
Doubley's excellent
performance could very
well stem from his desire
Ik to play his best. "The
Ilk competition," he said,
is his favorite part
Hk of the game. "BeHBL ing able to show
Hk you're the best.
Let the best man
win on any

f

Pacific Athletics

The Pacifican

3ench press competition gets heavy
nnifer Hite-Smith

oorts Editor

The 5th annual bench
ress competition was on last
riday, December 3rd. It was
osted by Baun Student Fitess Center inside the gyms
lbber room. The crowd
athered to "watch our
ends go crazy," said Freshlan Matt Young and Vince
erez, friends of men's 150 70 pounds winner, Paul Le;
ad men's under 130 pounds
inner Kurtis Nakamura.
Other winners included
len's 131 - 150 pounds
'inner Hua Le with a 270
ound lift, men's 171 - 190
ounds winner with a lift of
15 pounds: Sammy Koontz,
ad men's 191 - 220 pounds
'inner, Matt Paul, at 285
ounds.
For the women, Lori
vamasa of the over 140
ounds division won with a
30 pound lift and women's
nder 140 pounds winner
as Jennifer Sexton at 115
ounds.
A new division was added
lis year: the open division,
ais division was meant
allow participants who
ished not to be competitive

The basic rules for the competition were as
follows:

every competitor receives 3 lifts
there is no min weight to lift
once you lift a certain weight you
cannot lift a lighter weight
if you do not successfully complete
a lift you can
highest lifted weight wins
two feet on the ground
no bouncing the bar off your chest,
but it must touch your chest before
you lift
no bench shirts
no arching your back more than a
fist off the bench
to enter the tournament. The
heaviest lift in this division
for the male participants was
Dr. David Hall with a 250
pound lift and Kim Lien for
the women who lifted 120
pounds.
Justin Haruka of the Baun
Fitness Center staff was the
organizer of the bench press
competition for both this

year and last year. Haruka
stated that both the competi
tors and the crowd increased
from the previous year. He
also expressed confidence
in the continued increase in
for the program.

I
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Photograph by Jennifer Hite-Smith

BENCH PRESS: Women's winner, Lori Iwamasa lifts 180 pounds to
victory
-

POC makes time for Turkey
Jennifer Hite-Smith
Sports Editor

Freshman Dragan Bakic (Split, Croatia) earned
Mountain Pacific Sports Federation (MPSF) Honor
able Mention for the Pacific Tigers men's water polo
team.

BENCH PRESS: Paul Le puts up 365 pounds to win the commpetition

Over Thanksgiving break,
not every Pacific student
went home for Turkey and
Pumpkin pie. Nine of Pa
cific's bravest hit the rough
terrain of the Grand Canyon.
The trip, put on by the Pacific
Outdoor Connection (POC)
left at about 4:30pm on Tues
day November 23, drove al
most 15 hours between four
different POC staff members,
and arrived in time to see the
sun rise over the canyon on
Wednesday morning.
Co-leader and organizer of
the trip, Sophomore Kendal
Oakleaf, recounted the events
of the trip. The group fueled
up with breakfast at a lodge,
and began their decent. Four

and a half miles of switch
backs later, they arrived at
the Indian Garden campsite.
That was not the end of their
day, however, that night they
hiked over to eat dinner and
share stories at Plateau Point,
located 1,000 feet over the
Colorado River.
Thursday was longest
day of the trip, according to
Oakleaf. The group hiked
along the Bright Angel Trail
five miles to Phantom Ranch,
a lodge at the bottom of the
canyon. This trail took them
across the river to Clear
Creek Trail - where the real
challenge finally faced them.
"It was a hard trail," said
Oakleaf, "it is not highly
maintained and has few par
ticipants, but it was awesome
- very hardcore," she com
mented. The base of the trail

consisted of shale — a form of
looser flat rocks that tend to
slide a little bit under your
feet - not to mention that it
went two miles straight up.
The group pushed through
the challenge though, "It was
a good thrill. It was a rush,
remembers Oakleaf.
Even after this tiring climb,
some of the participants and
staff members went on a day
hike that afternoon. In all at
tempts to preserve tradition,
and thursday was after all
Thanksgiving, they cooked
Turkey, Tofu-rkey, cranberry
sauce — the works
to eel
ebrate.
They returned home on
the same trails and left the
canyon on Saturday evening,
arriving safely back at Pacific
around 6:30am on Sunday.
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A Power Cdt journal entry

I

had increased to include
some women's soccer play
4:00pm- Two charter bus ers, some men's volleyball
ses came to pick up a rowdy players and some men's h2o
bunch of Pacific students and polo players. But the wins
alumni to take us to Berkeley were back and fourth- we
to cheer on the women's vol won the first, then Berkeley
leyball team. The students pulled ahead winning the
were mostly women's water second, then we won the
polo players and everyone "third, 30-20, then Berkeley
was wearing their best or won the fourth and then
ange and black. I brought it went to Rally points for
with me my white Power the fifth game. Pacific fans
cat jersey; some water just were on the edge of their
in case roaring for Pacific got seats. Our team was hold
me tired, and a scratch post ing on. Cheers went out for
(my claws are getting pretty amazing blocks and power
dull).
spikes throughout all the
4:15pm- On the bus, games. Sophomore Stevie
someone passes "arQuncT Mussie was a Pacific fan-fa
a snack. They called it vorite, with 21 kills overall.
Unfortunately,
Pacific
"lumpia" but I would have
much rather had some raw couldn't hold on for the
meat.
fifth game. We were so
6:15pm- We arrive in close with a four point trail
Berkeley. My orange and at the very end, making the
black stripes stick out in this score 15-11. I definitely let
town of gold and blue.
out a few growls of discon
6:30pm- I'm inside the tent.
"buildffig with the tiger"
Re-Cap- Being on the road
dancers. Before we go on. cheering on my team made
they are doing their makeup me proud. Sure, we didn't
and practicing their routine. win, but nothing felt bet
I'm making sure my fur is ter than to strut past those
"fame^"ahd~m)Twiuskers~are~ Berkeley!ans everytimewe
combed. I do a few practice were ahead. They feared
pounces and let out a few our players like senior
-roars, I am readyl Plus, that setter Hayley Anderson,
work out at Baun last night and spikers Stevie Mussie,
sure did get rid of that house" junior Ashley Gfoothliis,
cat flab I was seeing on my junior Sidney Bennett, and
sides.
senior Sarah Vinall. I know
-—7:30pm- We enter the we even made the other fans
gym. First I see the pacific mad when we screamed
"f&ns^looking pumped and' "Hungry Tigers," or "UOP
excited as usual. Then UOP UOE" or jumped on
my stare goes to the Berk top of their cheers substi
ley pep—band,— First of tuting"Go Berkeley" -for
all what's up with their "Go Pacific!" All in all, the
costume? Vests and barber1 Women's Volleyball team
shop hats- this pep band kicked some butt, and I
looks ridiculous! Things go would hop on that bus
down hill when I lay my any day of the semester
eyes on their mascot, Oski to show my Tiger Pride
f~sh6uld"T~say~ again. Besides," cheering is
Opie the Bear. He looked my job. Go Pacific!
like Dopey straight from the
Seven Dwarfs. If they woulda put me and grandpa in a
wrestling ring.... (but thafs
another story).
Game Overview- When
we won the first game 30-26,
Pacific fans went crazy. I did
some cat-like leaps and highfived the Pacific fans who
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COURTSIDE PACIFIC FANS: I managed to get a quick photo of our Pacific cheer section rooting for
women's volleyball team at last Thursday's NCAA match.

Think you can't afford quality
health coverage?
Think again. With the
Blue Cross of California PPO
Share 2500 plan,you'll get
quality health coverage at
an affordable rate. And a
local agent who's helped
lots of people around town
find just the right plan. Call
today for more information.

PPO Share 2500 Monthly Rates* Area
Age

Single

Subscriber
& Spouse

Family

Under 30

$64
$90
$114
$148
$188
$237
$291
$350

$138
$194
$222
$327
$379
$502
$600
$698

$244
$261
$313
$384
$439
$561
$681
$755

Under 1

$111

1-18

$61

30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
One Child only

• Wide choice of doctors and
hospitals
• Prescription drug benefit
• No deductible on office visits
and preventive care

Blue Cross of California PPOShare 2500 is offered by BlueCross of California.
level 1 monthly rates shown are effective 3/1/04 for Area 9: Los. Angeles jZS*
codes beginning with 906-912,915,91 ?< 918 and 9351. Rates are illustrative only
Some aieas or age groups may have higher or lower rates. Actual ia-e$ are de
based or) underwriting classification. This is a PPO pian w?th substantial tinancai
incentives for using independently contracted Network providers. You raay be
subject to a pre-existing condition limitation of benefits for up to six months
Refer to the pian for a more complete fist of coverage, conditions, restrictions,
limitations and exclusions. Slue Cross of California (BCC) is an Independent
Licensee of theBlue Cross Association (BCAj. The Blue Crossname and symbol are
registered service marks of the BC. A.
£2004 BCC CAN?3

Marc. A Bregman
Bregman Financial & Insurance Services, Inc.

Authorized Independent Agent
11701 E. Kettleman Lane • Lodi
Phone (209) 367-0930
www.bregmanfinancial.com
CA License #0D65268
The Power of Blue

